TempIT

Data Analysis Software
POWERFUL , YET
EASY TO USE
TempIT data analysis software is available in
three formats; TempIT-Lite which provides all
essential graphing functions, TempIT-Pro which
incorporates additonal features such as a data
table, export to spreadsheet functions and the
ability to e-mail graphs. TempIT-HS is a highsecurity version that supports electronic signatures, stores data in a secure format and provides a full audit trail, essential when high data
security is needed or where FDA 21CFR Part 11
compliance is required.
All versions of TempIT have the ability to show
the temperature in °C or °F units, auto scale or
fixed axis and the ability to change trace color and width.

Features
●

Lite Version - FREE

●

Simple to use

●

Multi graph
capability

●

Full X-Y Zoom
Facility

●

Data Table

●

Export Facility

●

MKT Calculation

TempIT-Lite

TempIT-Lite provides all the features necessary for configuration
and issue of the data loggers, as well as a graphical viewer for analyzing data from
the SL50, SL120, SL130, SL150 and SL7000 series data loggers. A historical trace is
produced which shows the stored temperature profile with full X-Y zoom.

TempIT-Pro*

The professional version of TempIT, TempIT-Pro contains all the
functionality of TempIT-Lite but with the added benefits of a data table, export to
spreadsheet function and the facility to e-mail graphs anywhere in the world. The
data table is also available on a separate page.

Data can be easily exported in comma-separated value format (CSV). That can be
imported into spreadsheets programs like Excel or Lotus 1-2-3. A built-in e-mail
facility enables graphs to be sent to remote locations. E-mailing the graph is a useful
function for in coming goods inspectors who need to have quality approval before
accepting shipments.

TempIT-HS

With TempIT-HS High Security software, the users are registered
with Signatrol. This high security software handles all the requirements for a system
complying with FDA 21 CFR PART 11. It manages and controls users, supports electronic signatures, stores the data in a secure format, keeps track of calibration information, provides manual or automatic archiving and keeps track of all operations,
providing a full audit trail.

(Note: TempIT-HS is currently only available in version 3
and does not support SL7000 series devices.)
Please contact our Sales Office for availability.
* Now available; dongle-protected for multiple PC operation.
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Function
Issuing of Loggers

TempIT-Lite
version 4

TempIT-Pro
version 4

TempIT-HS
version 3

✔

✔

✔
✔

Issuing of SL151T-HS tags ( Version 3 only)
View Manifest

✔

✔

✔

View Graph

✔

✔

✔

X-Y Zoom

✔

✔

✔
✔

1 Trace
Up to 2 Traces each individually scaled

✔
✔

Multi-Trace individually scaled
Auto scale function on Y axis

✔

✔

✔

Change units between °C and °F

✔

✔

✔

View Graph

✔

✔

✔

View data from SL151T-HS tags

✔

✔

✔

Save data from SL151T-HS tags in non secure format

✔

✔

View data table

✔

✔

Export data in CSV format

✔

✔

E-mail graph

✔

✔

Electronic signature support

✔

Save data from SL151T-HS tags in secure encrypted format

✔

Automatic archiving

✔

Manage users

✔

Manage calibrations

✔

Audit trail

✔

Order Codes
TempIT-Lite
TempIT-Pro*
TempIT-HS

Infinite user license, free of charge from www.statinst.com
Single computer use, one-off charge
Single computer use, one-off charge depends upon number of users
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